We calculate the \head" element or the (0; 0)-element of the wave-vector and frequency-dependent dielectric matrix of bulk crystals via rst-principles, allelectron Kohn-Sham states in the integral of the irreducible polarizability in the random phase approximation. We approximate the macroscopic \head" element of the inverse matrix by its reciprocal value, and integrate over frequencies and momenta to obtain the electronic energy loss of protons at low velocities. Numerical evaluation for diamond targets predicts that the band gap causes a strong non-linear reduction of the electronic stopping power at ion velocities below 0:2 atomic units. 61.80.Jh, 34.50.Bw, 71.45.Gm Typeset using REVT E X 1
I. FORMULATION AND METHOD
The objective of this research is a quantitative, rst-principles description of the energy deposition by a bare ion in diamond. The energy loss per unit path length of a massive, punctiform, charged particle with charge number Z 1 to a target is 
E ;k are the band energies, and f ;k are Fermi occupation numbers (f ;k = 0 or 2 for E ;k above or below the Fermi energy E F ). The matrix elements in (2) are m G h 0 k + qje i(G+q) r j ki:
We determine the ground-state electronic structure of solids within Density Functional Theory (DFT) as established in the Kohn-Sham (KS) variational procedure and implemented in the computational package gtoff.
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The results of the all-electron, full-potential calculations are eigenfunctions ' ;k (r), expressed as linear combination of Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTO's), and eigenvalues E ;k .
The for the symmetry properties of the tting functions. The density of states (DOS) computed with this 9s6p3d basis (84 basis functions in the primitive UC) as shown in Fig. 1 is stable up to 70 eV above the Fermi energy with respect to further de-contraction. Band gaps are too small compared with experiments, as usual for the LDA and known from other DFT calculations on diamond.
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The lowest 24 bands were expanded into 531 plane waves, a cut-o at jGj = 7:3=a 0 , with a norm in (3) above 0:85V UC for the K-shell electrons (excitations from which were excluded in the subsequent calculations of G;G 0 and dE=dx anyway), and a norm above 0:98V UC for the remaining 22 bands. A rst result is the all-electron momentum density (EMD) Fig. 2 . The values near zero momentum k + G = 0 are the states with long wavelengths and reveal the macroscopic symmetry of the crystal system, the 4-fold axis of the cubic system here. If jk + Gj is of the order of half a reciprocal lattice vector, the interference with the next nearest neighbors in the lattice becomes visible; the eight foothills in the gure may be interpreted as a projection of the four corners of a carbon tetrahedron onto the (001) plane complemented by the inversion 11 u ?k;?G = u k;G :
If jk + Gj is large, the spherical symmetry of the core states prevails.
B. Dielectric Function
The element 0;0 (q; !) of the dielectric matrix is shown in Fig. 3 . The main absorption peak at 11 eV for jqj ! 0 corresponds to direct transitions from the top of the valence to the bottom of the conduction band at X and L. 
C. Computed Electronic Energy Loss
To integrate the energy loss function as described by (1), the BZ mesh was reduced to 8 8 8 points, i.e., 35 points in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ). The result is shown in Fig. 5 . In the case of the velocity-triplet with smaller cross sections S, the stopping power was integrated on a 30 30 30 mesh in q-space (parallelepiped with three edges of length 6:1=a 0 ), and in the case of the triplet with larger values over the superset of all q-values obtained from these via point group operations with Seitz symbol fOjwg, J.C. Boettger, Int. J. Quantum Chem. 60, 1345 (1996 
